ABSTRACT

This paper describes a two-step approach for keyword spotting task in which a query-by-example (QbE) search is followed by noise robust exemplar matching (N-REM) rescoring. In the first stage, subsequence dynamic time warping is performed to detect keywords in search utterances. In the second stage, these target frame sequences are rescored using the reconstruction errors provided by the linear combination of the available exemplars extracted from the training data. Due to data sparsity, we align the target frame sequence and the exemplars to a common frame length and the exemplar weights are obtained by solving a convex optimization problem with non-negative sparse coding. We run keyword spotting experiments on the Air Traffic Control (ATC) database and evaluate performance of multiple distance metrics for calculating the weights and reconstruction errors using convolutional neural network (CNN) bottleneck features. The results demonstrate that the proposed two-step keyword spotting approach provides better keyword detection compared to a baseline with only QbE search.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Data-driven approaches to keyword spotting such as query-by-example (QbE) search have gained interest in recent years due to their ability to perform well without necessarily relying on an automatic speech recognition (ASR) system [1–4]. In these systems, a keyword is enrolled using one or several audio examples and several template-matching techniques are used to detect similar patterns in the search utterances. Not requiring knowledge of the languages of interest or language-matched training data, some QbE systems can even function in a fully language-agnostic way [5]. This research has shown that techniques leveraging supervised, discriminatively trained tokenizers, such as bottleneck features along with dynamic time warping (DTW), are among the highest-performing single systems in language-agnostic QbE under channel- and noise-degraded conditions.

Current bottleneck architectures that have been applied to QbE include a simple five-layer bottleneck that can be trained in a multilingual setting [6]. While deep neural network (DNN) models have been used in conjunction with noise-robust features to cope with channel and noise mismatch, more recently convolutional neural networks (CNN) have been introduced that use frequency convolution and pooling layers inspired from image recognition. CNNs have been shown to largely outperform standard DNNs in clean and noisy speech recognition tasks [7]. Promising keyword detection results have been reported with bottleneck features extracted using a CNN architecture in [8].

Using exemplars in a sparse representation (SR) formulation provides significantly improved noise robustness and exemplar-based sparse representations have been successfully used for feature extraction, speech enhancement and noise robust speech recognition tasks [9–12]. A variant of the SR-based techniques, dubbed noise robust exemplar matching (N-REM), approximates the spectral representations of noisy speech segments as a superposition of speech and noise exemplars and performs reconstruction error (RE)-based decoding by applying dynamic programming [13, 14]. N-REM uses exemplars of multiple length, each corresponding to a speech unit, which are organized in separate dictionaries based on length and class (of the associated speech unit). The recognizer adopts a reconstruction error-based back-end, i.e., the recognition is performed by comparing the quality of the match for different classes quantified by a distance/divergence measure and choosing the class sequence that minimizes the total reconstruction error (RE).

In this work, we adjust the N-REM formulation for rescoring the segments which are detected during the QbE search by using the same exemplars in a sparse representation formulation. The rationale behind using sparse representations in a combined setting with the QbE search is similar to [15]. This approach differs as we use actual exemplars that are (warped) feature sequences from training data and organized in query-specific dictionaries rather than learning basis vectors in a single dictionary for modeling all queries. Class-specific dictionaries, i.e., dictionaries containing exemplars of a single speech unit, are known to provide a more precise representation of the corresponding class in the high dimensional feature space yielding better ASR performance [14].

All exemplars belonging to a certain query are organized in a separate dictionary similar to the N-REM ASR framework. Moreover, we add artificial noise exemplars [16] to these speech dictionaries for modeling possible mismatches between the exemplars and search segments. One crucial difference in the keyword spotting scenario is the limited amount of training data, which results in very few exemplars for each query. One solution to this problem is aligning these exemplars with different length to a common length using subsequence dynamic time warping (DTW) [17] and creating a single

1’Exemplars’ and ’examples’ are defined as (warped and/or averaged) feature sequences representing a single query in this paper. Both words are used interchangeably throughout the paper.
dictionary for each query. Using these query-specific dictionaries, we assign a RE-based detection score to the search segments detected during the QbE search. We further investigate the influence of the dissimilarity measure used for calculating the RE-based detection score on the keyword detection accuracy.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the baseline QbE system and the proposed rescoring scheme is presented in Section 3. The experimental setup is described in Section 4 and the recognition results are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. QBE SYSTEM

The baseline query-by-example (QbE) system is similar in architecture to the dynamic time warping (DTW) single systems described in [8] and follows a simple architecture consisting of three steps: (1) bottleneck feature extraction, (2) DTW matching and (3) score normalization. Speech activity detection (SAD) is not used in these experiments because it was not shown to help on this data.

Due to their superior performance in QbE search, bottleneck features are used which are extracted using a CNN model trained in a multilingual fashion using 5 languages. Linguistic experts created a universal phone set to map phones from multiple languages to a unified set. Acoustic clustering of triphones is then used to create more than 5000 senones, which are used as targets for the output layer of a bottleneck network.

When several examples are available to enroll each query, two main approaches have been used to combine those examples: 1) subsequence dynamic time warping (sDTW) [17] is applied with each example separately and the detections are merged in a late-stage fashion using principled fusion or a voting system [1], and 2) the examples are merged together prior to DTW search into a single example, and sDTW is applied only using this merged example [18].

Because we are primarily concerned with speed, our baseline QbE search uses the second approach and is implemented as follows: assuming that there are N examples for a particular query in no particular order, two examples are picked randomly and aligned using standard DTW. Then, the sigmoid bottleneck features are averaged for each frame along the alignment path yielding a merged example with the same length of the longer example. The third example is aligned with the merged example in a similar way. This process is repeated until all examples available for a query recorded in the same condition are merged. For each query, the length of the final merged example is equal to the length of the longest available example.

The query search is achieved by using sDTW, with the memory-efficient improvements proposed in [19]. When using a single example to enroll, the dynamic programming algorithm is applied as follows: we initialize distances to 0 at each frame of the search utterance to enable the best paths to start anywhere. Then, we progressively compute the minimum accumulated distance through the joint distance matrix between the query and search utterance. Local path constraints only allow moving horizontally, vertically, or diagonally by one frame at a time. Path normalization by total path length is applied when making best-path decisions as well as at the end. At each step, the memory-efficient implementation only stores three values: the starting frame, the current path length, and accumulated distance. At the end of the search utterance, we look for local minima in the normalized accumulated distance of the paths going through the entire query ending at each frame. For each local minimum, we retrieve the stored starting frame for this path. Pairwise comparison of all detections for a particular query enable merging the detections overlapping by more than 50% by keeping the detection of least normalized distance. For the QbE search, we found that cosine distance performed best for CNN bottleneck features similar to [8]. In this work, we only report QbE search results using cosine distance.

Because the normalized distance Dnorm of any path lies in the range of [0,1], we can map the normalized distance to a detection score DS as

\[ DS = (1 - D_{\text{norm}}). \]  

(1)

The distribution plots of these scores for each query are unimodal with variations in the means and variances depending on the query. M-norm is applied to the detection scores (the m-normalized scores are henceforth referred to as mDS) to recalibrate detections from different queries.

3. N-REM RESCORING

3.1. Modeling speech using exemplars

To improve upon the above example-merging QbE baseline, we run a first pass search using the final merged examples and rescoring the most promising detections by linearly combining each example in a sparse representation formulation. Unlike the iterative averaging applied in the first pass, we can assign more reliable detection scores by learning unique exemplar weights for each test segment. Due to data sparsity, all exemplars belonging to a query are aligned to the longest available exemplar of that query. The aligned speech exemplars, each comprised of D features for each frame and spanning l frames, are reshaped into a single vector and stored in the columns of a speech dictionary \( S_{c,l} \): one for each query \( c \) at the length of the longest available exemplar \( l \). Each dictionary is of dimensionality \( DL \times N_{c,l} \) where \( N_{c,l} \) is the number of available speech exemplars of query \( c \). Similarly, an artificial noise dictionary \( N_f \) for the same length \( l \) is formed. As described in [20], each artificial noise exemplar has non-zero entries at a single feature dimension for the complete duration of that exemplar. This leads to an artificial noise dictionary with D exemplars. These exemplars are used to cope with possible mismatches in the high-dimensional feature space for each feature dimension. Each speech dictionary is concatenated with the artificial noise dictionary of the same length to form a combined dictionary \( A_{c,l} = [S_{c,l} N_f] \) of dimensionality \( DL \times M_{c,l} \), where \( M_{c,l} \) is the total number of available speech and noise exemplars.

Each detected search segment of length \( T \) frames is aligned to the length of the longest available exemplar \( l \) with the same label and also reshaped into a vector \( y_t \). For each detection, the corresponding \( y_t \) is expressed as a linear combination of the exemplars that are stored in the dictionary with the same label:

\[ y_t \approx \sum_{m=1}^{M_{c,l}} x_{c,l}^m a_{c,l}^m = A_{c,l} x_{c,l} \quad \text{s.t.} \quad x_{c,l}^m \geq 0 \]  

(2)

where \( x_{c,l} \) is an \( M_{c,l} \)-dimensional non-negative weight vector. The sparse solutions of \( x_{c,l} \) yield more realistic approximations of the detected search segments without overfitting and have been shown to provide better recognition results [21, 22].

The non-negative exemplar weights \( x_{c,l} \) are obtained by minimizing the cost function,

\[ d(y_t, A_{c,l} x_{c,l}) + \sum_{m=1}^{M_{c,l}} \lambda_m x_{c,l}^m \quad \text{s.t.} \quad x_{c,l}^m \geq 0 \]  

(3)
where \( \mathbf{A} \) is an \( M_r \times 1 \)-dimensional vector. The first term is the divergence between the detected search segment and its approximation. The second term is a regularization term that penalizes the \( l_1 \)-norm of the weight vector to produce a sparse solution. \( \mathbf{A} \) contains non-negative values and controls how sparse the resulting vector \( \mathbf{x} \) is. By defining \( \mathbf{A} \) as a vector, the amount of sparsity enforced on different types of exemplars can be adjusted. In this case, using a high sparsity factor for artificial noise exemplars is required to avoid them getting relatively high weights compared to the speech exemplars.

In this work, non-negative sparse coding (NSC) is applied to obtain the exemplar weights that minimize the cost function. We adopt the generalized Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD) for \( d \) as both generalized KLD and Euclidean distance provide very similar approximations using the bottleneck features in pilot experiments. For the NSC solution of the exemplar weights, we apply the multiplicative update rules given by

\[
x_{c,l} \leftarrow (x_{c,l} \odot ((\mathbf{A}^{\odot}s(y_l \odot (\mathbf{A}_{c,l}x_{c,l}))) \odot (\mathbf{A}^{\odot}1 + \Lambda)))
\]

(4)

with \( \odot \), \( \odot \) and \( ^{-1} \) denoting element-wise multiplication, element-wise division and element-wise exponentiation respectively. By iteratively applying this update rule, the weight vector becomes sparse, and the reconstruction error between the vectorized detected search segment and its approximation decreases monotonically.

### 3.2. Recombining exemplars using sparse weights

After a fixed number of iterations, we reconstruct the approximation using the learned weights, and the RE normalized with the frame length is calculated with the generalized KLD and frame-level cosine distance. The latter is done due to the superior performance of cosine distance on CNN bottleneck features for QbE search. We convert the normalized RE (RE\textsubscript{norm}) into a reconstruction error-based detection score as

\[
R_S = 1 - \text{RE}\textsubscript{norm} + K
\]

(5)

where \( K \) is a constant chosen to shift the \( \text{RE}\textsubscript{norm} \) to a range similar to the DS values obtained in the first step. We then apply m-normalization to the DS values (mDS), using the same query-specific m-norm parameters obtained in the first step. The final detection score FS is obtained as a weighted sum of mDS and mRS for each detection,

\[
FS = mRS \ast RW + mDS \ast (1 - RW)
\]

(6)

where RW is the rescoring weight which lies in the range [0,1].

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

#### 4.1. Databases

For feature extraction, we use a CNN bottleneck network trained multilingually using speech material originating from five languages and various datasets: (1) Dari (TransTac); (2) Egyptian Arabic (CALLHOME); (3) English (Fisher); (4) Mandarin (GALE); and (5) Spanish (CALLHOME). All data is sampled at 8 kHz. More details regarding the training material are found in [23].

We use the Air Traffic Control (ATC) database [24] to investigate the performance of the proposed rescoring technique for keyword spotting task. This database includes voice communication traffic between various controllers and pilots at three US airports, and was initially released for ASR under LDC catalog number LDC94S14A. We subsequently split the data into parts used for query enrollment and for search. A total of 167 frequent queries such as "join the localizer" or "maintain three thousand" were selected, and forced alignment based on the ASR reference are used to obtain word-level alignments for enrollment as well as to score the search. Each query had an average of 20 examples available for enrollment.

The data was split into two sets: the audio originating from the control towers (32 distinct speakers) and the audio originating from the pilots (283 distinct speakers). Both sets have a large degree of corruption and acoustic variations but the latter is particularly corrupted and of particularly low degree of intelligibility due to the distance between the plane and the receiver, engine noise, weather, breathing from the pilot into the microphone, etc. In this work, we run keyword spotting experiments in four evaluation conditions: (1) enrolling and testing with speech from control towers (tower enrollments, tower testing); (2) enrolling with speech from control towers and testing with speech from pilots (tower enrollments, pilot testing); (3) enrolling with speech from pilots and testing with speech from control towers (pilot enrollments, tower testing) and (4) enrolling and testing with speech from pilots (pilot enrollments, pilot testing).

#### 4.2. Implementation details

The CNN trained for feature extraction consists of five hidden layers, with 1024 neurons in each layer and a bottleneck in its 3rd hidden layer that consists of 60 neurons. It uses 200 filters of dimension 8, with a max-pooling of 3. All hidden layers use sigmoid activations. The bottleneck system is trained using time-domain gammatone filterbank (TDGFB) features. The TDGFB features are extracted by using SRP’s gammatone filterbank implementation, in which a bank of time-domain gammatone filters consisting of 40 channels is used, with the filters equally spaced on the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) scale. The TDGFBs consist of filterbank energies computed over an analysis window of 25.6 ms, at a frame advance of 10 ms, with the energies root-compressed using the 15th power root followed by an utterance-level mean subtraction across each feature dimension. To tackle noise and channel mismatch, we apply cepstral mean subtraction (CMS) on the utterance level and mean-variance normalization (MVN) on the corpus level to the TDGFB features. A sigmoid transformation is applied to the raw activations which reduces the dynamic range and gives better results than using the raw activations with the cosine distance. We found that using SAD to drop non-speech frames for enrollment did not help improve performance.

For rescoring, we created speech dictionaries for each query in a given recording condition containing a fixed number of the exemplars that are used in the first step. In our experiments, we rescore the detection results that have been obtained by using 5 and 10 merged examples in the QbE search. The same exemplars are aligned to the length of the longest available exemplar and stacked in a dictionary for rescoring. We use 197 speech dictionaries with 5 exemplars and 138 speech dictionaries with 10 exemplars, each containing exemplars representing different queries recorded in a certain condition. The columns of the speech and noise dictionaries and vectorized search vectors are \( l_2 \)-normalized. The speech exemplars are represented as bottleneck features with \( D = 60 \). This results in 60 artificial noise exemplars each having a fixed value of 1 for each dimension. The exemplar weights are obtained after 100 iterations of the multiplicative update rule. Elements of \( \mathbf{A} \) in Equation (4) are set to 1.5 and 4 for speech and noise exemplars respectively. The constant \( K \) in Equation (5) is set to 0.1.
a small subset of these detections in order to keep the computation tractable. We apply a threshold of 3 on the m-norm scores, which effectively only selects the scores that are 3 standard deviations above the median score for each query. In total, we rescore 119793 detections obtained using 5 exemplars and 76019 detections obtained using 10 exemplars during the QbE search.

4.3. Keyword spotting experiments
We run the baseline QbE system to obtain the first pass detection scores using merged examples and perform rescoring using the exemplar matching system as described in Section 3. We plot precision-recall curves for visualizing the performance of each system. The performance of the raw (baseline\_raw) and m-normalized (baseline(5ex) or baseline(10ex)) QbE scores are presented as the baseline curves. We perform rescoring on the detection scores obtained using 5 and 10 merged examples to be able to explore the impact of the amount of available exemplars on the keyword spotting performance.

In the first set of experiments, we rescore detections with the N-REM system using 5 speech exemplars only and we evaluate the impact of the dissimilarity measure and the rescoring weight. The RE is calculated with the generalized KLD (kld) and cosine distance (cos) to compare the keyword detection performance of these metrics. Furthermore, we vary the rescoring weight from 0 (only mDS considered) to 1 (only mRS considered) with steps of 0.25. In the second set of experiments, we increase the number of exemplars to 10 and report the detection results with the same metrics and RWs used in the initial experiments. Finally, we use dictionaries including both speech and artificial noise dictionaries. The same detections are rescored and compared with the results obtained in the first set of experiments to see if rescoring benefits from using artificial noise exemplars.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1. Different Dissimilarity Measures and Rescoring Weights
The detection results for the first set of experiments using 5 speech exemplars are presented in Figure 1. The curve for the baseline QbE
system (RW = 0) is marked in blue block line. In all conditions and for all RWs, the systems using mRS calculated with the cosine distance (dashed curves) perform better than their counterparts using the generalized KLD (dashed dotted curves). Moreover, rescoring using the cosine distance brings varying amounts of improvements compared to the baseline QbE system in all conditions. Even using only speech exemplars in the dictionaries, the rescoring yields moderate improvements in enrollments and testing with pilot speech as shown in Figure 1b, 1c and 1d. Although the impact of RW on the keyword detection performance becomes less visible in some conditions, combining the QbE and N-REM scores with a RW = 0.25 (red dashed curve) seems to provide the highest improvement in the keyword detection performance in general.

5.2. Using More Speech Exemplars

The detection results obtained by using 10 speech exemplars are presented in Figure 2. Doubling the number of speech exemplars, the rescoring provide better detection results with pilot enrollments as shown in Figure 2c and 2d compared to Figure 1c and 1d. This is expected to be a consequence of the increased number of speech exemplars helping to cope with the increased variation in enrollments with pilot speech and yielding more confident detection scores.

5.3. Using Artificial Noise Exemplars

In the last set of experiments, we add artificial noise exemplars to the dictionaries used for rescoring. Due to space limitations and similar results, we only present the results obtained by using 5 speech exemplars. The keyword spotting system using the cosine distance and combining mDS and mRS values with a RW = 0.25 as the final detection score outperforms the rest of the systems in the initial experiments. Therefore, we only report the results obtained using this system for the clarity of the plots. The comparison of the systems using speech dictionaries only (dashed curve) and speech and noise dictionaries (dashed dotted curve) for approximating search segments is illustrated in Figure 3. From Figure 3a, it is evident that using artificial noise exemplars does not help with the detection
accuracy in tower enrollment and testing condition. On the other hand, for pilot enrollments, the systems using noise exemplars appear to perform slightly better detection as shown in Figure 3c and 3d. From these results, we can conclude that adding artificial noise exemplars slightly increases the robustness of the approximation in enrollments with pilot speech.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We describe a noise-robust exemplar matching-based rescoring scheme for query-by-example search for keyword spotting. The baseline QbE systems use merged examples obtained by aligning and averaging the exemplars belonging to the same query recorded under similar conditions. In our approach, we apply subsequence DTW, and a list of possible detections is created in the first step. The proposed rescoring system uses the same exemplars to linearly approximate these detections and to output a reconstruction error-based detection score. By combining the detection scores provided in the first and rescoring step with a rescoring weight, the detection performance of a QbE system can be improved considerably for tower enrollments and mildly for pilot enrollments. We further observed that using cosine distance for calculating the reconstruction error-based detection scores provides better detection accuracy compared to using generalized KLD. Finally, using artificial noise exemplars mildly improves the keyword spotting performance using pilot enrollments.
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